2001 ford f150 cruise control not working

The cruise control system in most Ford vehicles is pretty reliable. Still, it's not infallible. You
may experience problems with the cruise control module after years of use. When this happens,
the only thing you can do is determine the problem. It can be as simple as a fuse, or more
complex, like a vacuum leak. Open the fuse panel under the steering wheel by pulling up on the
fuse panel release lever and pulling the fuse panel down. Check the fuses for the brake lights
and the cruise control. Use the diagram on the underside of the fuse panel lid to locate both of
these fuses. If the brake lights don't work or the fuse for them or the cruise control module is
burnt or damaged, the system will not work. Start the vehicle and check the vacuum lines on the
intake and brake booster. A vacuum leak will prevent the cruise control system from functioning
properly. Rough idle and a "sucking" sound coming from the engine bay while the engine is
running are clear indications that there is a vacuum leak. Vacuum leaks are simply holes in the
intake hoses that allow excess air into the system. But if there is a leak, the cruise control will
not be able to control the vehicle speed properly. Check the throttle cable. Damaged or frayed
throttle cable will prevent the cruise control from being able to precisely control the throttle.
Shut off the vehicle and disconnect the negative battery cable. Loosen the retaining nut on the
negative battery cable and slide the cable off the cable clamp. Check the cruise control module
and combination stalk. These units rarely, if ever, fail. However, if the unit is bad, you'll want to
know. Remove the screws holding the steering wheel column cover in place and pull the cover
off the steering column with your fingers. Unplug the electrical plug from the cruise control
switch and remove the screws holding the cruise control stalk to the steering column. Replace
the unit with a known working stalk to confirm or deny switch failure. I am a Registered
Financial Consultant with 6 years experience in the financial services industry. I am trained in
the financial planning process, with an emphasis in life insurance and annuity contracts. I have
written for Demand Studios since Step 1 Open the fuse panel under the steering wheel by
pulling up on the fuse panel release lever and pulling the fuse panel down. Step 2 Check the
fuses for the brake lights and the cruise control. Step 3 Start the vehicle and check the vacuum
lines on the intake and brake booster. Step 4 Check the throttle cable. Step 5 Shut off the
vehicle and disconnect the negative battery cable. Tips For specific information about your Ford
vehicle's cruise control, consult the particular vehicle's manual see Resources. Screwdriver
socket wrench Socket set. Cruise control reduces stress and fatigue on long drives, but if the
system isn't working properly, it can become dangerous. If your vehicle's cruise control isn't
working, one of the following nine issues may be the root cause. Cruise control is a system to
maintain vehicle speed without direct driver input. However, this alone does not start the cruise
control. When vehicle speed increases or decreases due to wind or hills, for example , the CCM
decreases or increases throttle body opening accordingly. By modulating engine speed, the
CCM can maintain your desired cruising speed on the highway. Throttle body control has
changed over the years. Early systems used a vacuum motor and cable, but these eventually
changed over to electric motors. Most recently, with the development of drive-by-wire or
electronic throttle control systems ETCS , cruise control is built into the engine control module
ECM , which controls the throttle body electronically. Basic cruise control systems still require
the driver to pay attention to changing road and traffic conditions. Adaptive cruise control
systems, sometimes called "smart" cruise, use radar or laser detection to maintain safe
distances from vehicles ahead. Some adaptive cruise control systems merely reduce engine
speed to maintain distance, but some of the newest adaptive cruise control systems can also
engage the brakes to slow or stop the vehicle. Still, even with adaptive cruise control, it's
important that drivers never take their eyes off the road. There are a few basic ways that cruise
control can fail, depending on how the system is designed. You may not be able to do much
about ETCS cruise control systems, but there are a few things you can check:. Brake Light
Switch â€” As cruise control is automatically cancelled by depressing the brake, some vehicles
may disengage cruise control if it cannot detect the brake light switch. Brake Lights â€” In some
systems, cruise control is disabled when a brake light is blown. Aftermarket lighting, such as
LED brake light conversion, might trick the CCM into thinking a brake light is blown, as LED
bulbs draw less current than incandescent bulbs. Fuses and Relays â€” On some vehicles,
fuses and relays are used to protect the cruise control actuator circuit. Spiral Cable â€” Many
vehicles mount the cruise control switch on the steering wheel. A faulty spiral cable may have
an open circuit, preventing the switch from contacting the CCM. Control Switch â€” If the
internal contacts wear out, the cruise control switch may not be able to contact the CCM. This
might disable cruise control completely, or it might not react to the cancel or accelerate
functions. Check Engine Light â€” On some modern vehicles, particularly those equipped with
ETCS, cruise control may be disabled if there is an engine or transmission problem. Vacuum
Leak â€” Some older vehicles used vacuum actuators to control the throttle body during cruise
control operation. A vacuum leak might cause the engine to idler higher or set a fuel trim code.

Electrical Problems â€” As most cruise control systems use electrical or electronic
components, any diagnosis should include a thorough check of source voltage, wiring
harnesses, and connectors. Anything loose or broken could disable the system entirely. A
faulty cruise control system may not cancel on demand, which will create a safety hazard for
you and those around you. After assessing your cruise control yourself, take your vehicle to a
trusted mechanic for a check or a couple diagnosis and repair. Benjamin Jerew. Benjamin
Jerew is an ASE-certified Master Automobile Technician with over a decade of experience in
auto repair, maintenance, and diagnosis. Updated August 31, I have had this looked at for many
years and no one can seem to find the problem. There has to be a reason why the cruise control
stops working just out of the blue. OJ answered 3 years ago. Troubleshooting problems beyond
a blown fuse is beyond the ability of individuals without testing equipment. I have a F Super
Crew, my cruise control doesn't work. I have replaced the brake pedal sensor, the shift interlock
sensor, and all the brake bulbs work, and the 2 and 14 fuse is working I have read that it is
possible the brake pedal sensor is faulty. Anyone know anything about it? Content submitted
by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should
not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus
Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies.
You can read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree
to us doing so. My cruise control stops working. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:.
Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Search Ford F
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models
For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Ford F based on all problems reported for
the F Tl the contact owns a Ford F While the contact was inside his house, he noticed smoke
coming from the hood of the vehicle. The contact extinguished the fire under the hood with a
fire extinguisher. The fire department was not called. The vehicle was towed by aaa to paso
robles Ford oakwood st, paso robles, CA , where it was diagnosed that the classic cruise
control module failed and needed to be replaced. The dealer mentioned an unknown recall
related to the failure that was closed. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was made
aware of the failure, but declined to assist since the contact received several recall notices. The
contact stated that the vehicle was included in NHTSA campaign number: 05v vehicle speed
control. The failure mileage was , The Ford mentioned above caught on fire in the morning
around 3am and it caused damages to my car Mazda mx-3 parked beside the Ford. The Ford
was completely burned down. I believed it was the deactivation switch of the cruise control that
caused the fire. For further detail of this incident, you can contact nationwide insurance and the
claim number is [xxx]. Thanks information redacted pursuant to the freedom of information act
foia , 5 u. The contact owns a Ford F super crew. The contact stated that after parking the
vehicle, he was informed that the vehicle was engulfed in flames. The fire department was called
and advised that the modular of the cruise control was the cause of the fire. The manufacturer
was contacted and they advised the contact to take the vehicle to a dealer. The failure and the
current mileages were approximately , The contact owns a Ford F While parked, the vehicle
became engulfed in flames. The contact was able to extinguish the fire with a fire extinguisher.
The contact noticed the fire had originated from the cruise control system. The fire department
reported to the scene and a report was filed. The vehicle was towed to the dealer for inspection.
The dealer was waiting for the manufacturer and the insurance company to communicate in
order to inspect the vehicle. The approximate failure mileage was , On or about , complainant
purchased a Ford truck, F, supercrew, 4x2, model Complainant owns and lives in a house. Said
house has a gate carport. By September 20, , the above referenced vehicle had been parked and
turned off for about one 1 week in the gated carport of complainants house. On September 20, ,
sometime between pm and pm the above reference vehicle began to burn inside the carport.
The flames and the smoke flowing from the vehicle expanded into complainants house causing
damages to the structure and a myriad of movable objects located therein. According to
complainants forensic expert, the vehicle began to burn as a result of a failure in the vehicle's
cruise control switch deactivator. My f Ford was parked for over a week when it all the sudden
caught fire under the hood. I arrived to find the fire department putting out the fire. The fire was
on the driverside engine compartment. After looking at the truck the fire department suggested
checking to see if there was a recall on something. I found the cruise control recall. The contact
stated that after hearing a loud noise, she went outside and noticed that the vehicle exploded.
As a result, damages were inflicted on two houses, two vehicles, and a storage shed. The police
were notified and a report was available. A fire investigator appeared on the scene and stated
that the fire may have originated from the cruise control switch. The manufacturer was not
made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was unknown. The VIN was unavailable. The

contact stated that the vehicle had been parked and idle for five hours before he noticed smoke
emitting from the cruise control area. The vehicle was towed to the dealer but was not repaired.
The manufacturer was contacted and provided a case number but offered no further assistance.
The failure and current mileage was , My first Ford f had a engine fire as a result of the faulty
brake fluid switch. I was told this truck was not part of the recall and didn't have this problem by
Ford customer service when I called to report it. Since then the recall was expanded. My current
Ford f has a leaky brake fluid switch and my cruise control doesn't work. This switch is the one
that was put on by Ford after I brought it in for the recall. Ford said this is not an additional
recall. I am concerned that this will result in another fire and then unfortunately be recalled later.
There are numerous articles online about brake fluid leaks continuing to cause fires in Ford
vehicles. Please help me resolve this simple problem now before it becomes a large problem. I
choose "fireball" in equipment because I didn't see Ford listed as the manufacturer. Vehicle was
parked after fueling with key off and removed the brake master cylinder spontaneously caught
fire, this occurred 45 minutes after the vehicle was parked and shut off. The fire department
responded and claimed the fire was caused by a faulty cruise control plug on the master
cylinder, that was under recall. When accelerating at higher freeway speeds, the accelerator
sticks and does not disengage. Only after kicking or perfectly knocking it with your foot will it
disengage. This occurs both with and without the cruise control on. I drive a Ford f ext. Cab 4x4,
5. Turned off cruise control no effect. In the meantime my girlfriends freaking out until I finally
get all under control. Thought it was cruise control but it stuck when cruise control was off.
Don't no who to contact. The contact owns Ford F The contact stated that the vehicle was
repaired under NHTSA campaign id number 05v vehicle speed control but the cruise control did
not engage when activated. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The approximate
failure mileage was 90, and the current mileage was , Just got home and parked my truck. I left
15 minutes later in my other vehicle. While I was gone approx. Looks like the cruise control
switch on the brake master cylinder, which is a Ford recall. My neighbors put out the fire. This is
the first action I have taken. On sat March 7, t aprox am my Ford F pick up burst into flames
while parked in my driveway. It had been parked for about 3 hours prior to the fire. The fire
caught my home on fire. Myself and my 8 year old son as well as our 4 dogs were in the house
sleeping. Luckily I heard an explosion and woke up and got my son and pets out of the house
safely. The house was severely damaged and will have to be rebuilt. The truck wa totally burned
up. I have since found out that there was a problem with the cruise control switch causing fires.
Unfortunately I never received a recall notice. While the vehicle was parked in a parking lot,
smoke appeared from the front end of the vehicle. Flames appeared underneath the hood. The
building security extinguished the fire. The fire department was not called to the scene. The
failure occurred without warning or injuries. The vehicle was towed to an authorized dealer for
inspection. The failure was related to the cruise control switch. The vehicle has not been
repaired. The VIN was unknown. The failure and current mileages were , The contact stated that
the vehicle caught fire due to a defective cruise control. A police report was filed. She never
received a recall notice from the manufacturer. The current and failure mileages were 99, Cruise
control switch started fire and destroyed my Ford supercrew F truck. Truck was sitting in drive
way unattended. On June 2, , after being driven for nine hours, the vehicle caught fire while
parked in the contact's driveway. He never received a recall notice and no preventive repairs
were made in the event of a fire. Prior to the fire, the cruise control had stopped working. The
current mileage was , and failure mileage was , The contact owns a Ford f super crew. The
contact stated that his vehicle caught fire while parked. The fire department extinguished the
fire and stated that the fire extended from cruise control module to the master cylinder. The fire
destroyed the vehicle. A fire department report is available. The current and failure mileages
were 75, The contact owns a Ford f On may 19, after being parked for twelve hours, the vehicle
caught fire. A week after the fire, may 26, the contact received a recall notice for NHTSA
campaign id number 05v vehicle speed control. The fire department stated that the fire was
caused by the cruise control being wired through the brakes. The contact stated that his vehicle
caught fire under the hood on the driver side. On March 31, , the contact received a recall notice
for the vehicle speed control: cruise control, which suggested he schedule an appointment to
have the recall work performed. The recall number was unknown. The current and failure
mileages were , The contact owned a Ford f The contact stated that his caught fire while parked
in his driveway. There were no injuries, deaths or police report. The contact received a recall
notice for vehicle speed control on March 22, My Ford F caught on fire around a. On August 5, it
was parked in my drive way and it had not been moved that entire day. We had the police come
and make a report along with the firefighters and they told us that the cause had been the
deactivation switch of the cruise control that made the truck get on fire. We have those reports
so we contacted our insurance they told us that even though we had full coverage the insurance

did not cover the damage that was caused. So they recommended us to talk to Ford to see what
they could do for us. But when we contacted them they took our information. They requested
pictures and the reports that had been made we faxed them to carmen from the Ford consumer
affairs department. But we never received anything back from them that is when we sent them a
letter notifying them how disappointed we where. The next day carmen contacted my daughter
elisa rodriguez and told her that they still hadn't been able to do anything for us but that she
would let us know. As the days passed we would not receive anything from Ford so we would
call them over and over again but now they not only didn't give us information but they would
not return our calls we left various messages. But there was no answer. Until one day my
daughter called and carmen finally answered and told us that they could not do anything for us
because the vehicle had been to badly burned in order to see what had caused it to get on fire.
But Ford never sent anyone to make investigations or a report they just didn't even try to help
us in anything they just assumed everything they said. May 12th my Ford F caught fire in my
mother's garage and burned the truck totally up and the fire resulted in my mother's house
being a total loss. On April 21, my f was sitting in the front yard after being driven for about 30
minutes that morning and started a fire. In no time the truck was a total lose. Was living in
gulfport,miss. After the storm katrina every thing was all messed up. I had no insurance on the
truck. I thought since there was a recall on my truck I could work things out with Ford. As time
went by and all the paperwork fielded out as Ford requested,they sent me a letter saying they
needed 90 days to have their engineers check my components. Then I received a letter from
Ford saying it wasn't their fault. As of right now,I'm at a stand still needing help with this matter.
While driving 73 mph with the cruise control engaged, the accelerator pedal extended to the
floorboard when the resume button was pressed. As of September 10, , the dealer had not
inspected the vehicle. The failure mileage was 34, and current mileage was 36, Vehicle caught
on fire in the middle of the night while parked in the driveway, not running. I have liability
insurance only. Didn't think there was any reason I would report it to the insurance company.
Truck was destroyed. Luckily my brother awoke in the middle of the night and saw the truck on
fire. The truck was parked less than a foot away from the house. My brother was able to put the
fire out without getting hurt. I considered it a miracle no one was hurt. Ford f caught fire and
burned while sitting in parking lot due to recall of cruise control - outcome pending. Thirty
minutes after returning home my F caught fire in my driveway. I was never notified of a recall,
however I found out after the fact that the cruise control switch was recalled on my vehicle. On
July 17 I arrived at work and parked my Ford f pu near the country club where I work. I went
inside and was in the club for approx 10 min when a fellow employee came running inside and
said my pu was on fire. I immediately called the fire dept. While some of the other employees
tried helping me put the fire out. I had no type of warning that something like this would happen.
I had no problems with my pu until this moment. My pu was totaled and now I have nothing.
This situation could have been alot worse if I would not have had fellow employees there to help
me out. The club could have caught a fire or someone could have been really hurt. Cruise
control after the manufacturer rep replaced the parts for the recall on this vehicle. Is this what a
recall is about?. On a customer had her f towed to my repair facility. At that time I had the f
pushed in to secure the truck for the holiday weekend. On I got a call informing me that my
shop was on fire. The fire chief in his report pointed his finger at the Ford. Since then I have 2
point of origin fire investigators look at the truck they also pointed the finger at Ford. A Ford
rep. Came out and took a few pics. And said! So far Ford has not came to look at the truck. What
and I suppose to do?. I am having a hard time getting Ford to replace a defective, and recalled
part. Who do I contact?. Woke up in the morning to truck on fire. Called the fire department right
away as vehicle was parked close to home they were able to put it out. Thankfully only damage
outside of vehicle was to the pavers on driveway. Did call Ford company and my name was not
even listed as owner of vehicle. Old owner was. Probably why I never received the recall notice.
Car Problems. Cruise Control problem 1. Cruise Control problem 2. Cruise Control problem 3.
Cruise Control problem 4. Cruise Control problem 5. Cruise Control problem 6. Cruise Control
problem 7. Cruise Control problem 8. Cruise Control problem 9. Cruise Control problem Cruise
Control problems Vehicle Speed Control problems. Accelerator Stuck problems. Car
Accelerates On Its Own problems. Speed Control Cable problems. Accelerator Pedal problems.
Speed Sensor problems. Speed Control Linkage problems. Speed Control Springs problems.
Car Throttle Stuck problems. Cab Flareside 4WD. I have read that it is possible the brake pedal
sensor is faulty. Anyone know anything about it? First check to see if it goes in cruise mode
when u turn it on at the steering wheel. If it does then it's not the fuse. If in cruise mode, check
cables going to ur throtle body. If all cables areok and connected, check brake peddal switch.
Kepet21 answered 4 years ago. As far as I know it has hasome been in for the recall. It was
working off and on then it just stopped. I took the brake pedal switch off and opened it up and

the inside has some discolotation like it got hot. I ordered a new one to see if this fixes it.
Thanks for your input. I checked with the dealer, and they said my truck f 4wd, new body style,
5. There is no 2 amp in line fuse that I can find or any sort of switch on the brake reservoir, so
perhaps this is different for the new body style?? Do you have a center console shifter? My
cruise started acting funny then all of a sudden it would not shift out of park. Hookumup
answered about a year ago. I have a F Super Crew, my cruise control doesn't work. I have
replaced the brake pedal sensor, the shift interlock sensor, and all the brake bulbs work, and
the 2 and 14 fuse is working I have had this looked at for many years and no one can seem to
find the problem. There has to be a reason why the cruise control stops working just out of the
blue. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell
Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for
Sale. One of the most inconvenient things that can happen to your F is when the speedometer
stops working. The VSS is usually not very expensive , and they are not that difficult to replace.
Vehicles used to use a cable that would usually run from the tail shaft of the transmission to the
speedometer. Instead of this direct connection, a modern vehicle uses the vehicle speed sensor
and relays that information to the speedometer. It combines this data to send the speed reading
to the instrument cluster. The causes of a bad speedometer will typically be found in these four
things:. Now, take it out and see if the cruise control still works. After testing the cruise control,
you would want to move on to the VSS and the wiring going to and from it. Before sticking your
head under the vehicle, check to see if the fuse going to the VSS is blow. Driving without a
speedometer can be somewhat dangerous and off putting. We recommend using a speedometer
app. They use the GPS built into your smartphone to give a very accurate speed reading. You
can throw it on your dash until you get it fixed. If there is anything that you would like to add,
please feel free to leave a comment below. The speed sensor does more than just control the
speedometer, it also helps to control the cruise control system and may even affect the way that
the engine runs. This will often manifest itself after driving through heavy water. If it has, just be
aware that it will eventually blow again without addressing the cause of the problem. If there is
something wrong with the ECU, it may no longer be able to send the speed telemetry to the
instrument panel. This one is a possibility if there are no VSS related trouble codes, but taking a
look at the wiring would be a better place to go before taking a look at the ECU. Most of the time
if the speedometer is out, it means that there is a bigger problem with the entire instrument
cluster. Do all of the other gauges work? If yes then, the problem is probably not in the
speedometer, but the signal going to it. Other gauges went out too? Ok, looking at the
instrument panel and ECU are going to be where to start. Instrument panel first. Conclusion
Driving without a speedometer can be somewhat dangerous and off putting. Ford F owners
have reported problems related to cruise control under the vehicle speed control category. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of Ford F based on all problems reported for the F Drive in the interstate I felt
something tap my shoe and at the same time cruise control deactivated and the hill assist
warning light come on. I then tried to accelerate and for a second there nothing happened and
then acceleration came back on and it would cut out like traction control is kicking in. Pulled
over on to the side of the interstate and found a broken plastic pin looks like a body panel pin
on the floormatt. Me being a mechanic something told me to look at my brake light to see if
there being activated with no pressure on the brake pedal. The lights were on telling me that
this pin had to do something with the brake pedal and the brake light switch. Once I looked
under the dash, I did find that this pin came from the brake pedal and was no longer pushing on
the brake switch and that's what actually cause my cruise control to shut off and traction
control kick in as I were driving on innerstate. I was able to temporarily fix the issue was a body
panel pin that I by lock had in my glove box from other projects and was able to get back on the
road and make it home. The issue is the this original plastic piece is a certain thickness that if
you replace it with a thinner piece you still have the same problem and if you get this to thick
you have to push harder on the brake pedal to activate the brake lights and deactivate crouse
control, and that's were it can get scary going 70 mph on the interstate and not being able to
deactivate the crouse connector. So I looked on the internet to see if maybe this is an issue with
this vehicle and I found multiple complaints of the same issue and no recall form Ford for this
issue witch in my opinion it's a safety issue. See all problems of the Ford F Nearly rear ended
several times. Have contacted Ford but they did not care nor were they concerned that this is a

safety issue. Very dangerous going from 65 to 45 while passing another vehicle and cars are
behind me. This is a random occurrence making it even more scary. This has happened too
many times to count since and I am afraid to use the adaptive cruise control for fear of being hit
from behind on the highway. Tl the contact owns a Ford F The contact stated while driving 50
mph with the cruise control activated, the steering wheel seized without warning. The contact
attempted to depress the brake pedal however, the vehicle was difficult to stop. The contact
stated after driving over a bump in the road, the contact was able to turn the steering wheel and
depress the brake pedal to stop the vehicle on the side of the road. The contact stated the air
bag warning light was illuminated. The contact continued driving to his destination. After
driving 30 miles, the air bag warning light turned off independently. The contact stated while
exiting the vehicle he started to smell electrical fumes. The vehicle was taken to joe hall Ford
located at 21st st, lewiston, id , , and the mechanic was unable to duplicate the failure. The
vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer had been informed of failure. The failure mileage
was approximately 42, Both indicate sensor is blocked when it is clearly not the case. Also
receive arbitrary collision warnings. Both occur with no other vehicles in the vicinity. The
systems works fine most of the time but then the problem appears "out of nowhere". May
happen on the interstate or in town. There are hundreds of reports of this condition on the
internet. Stopping, shutting down, and restarting will "fix" the problem for an hour or so or
maybe even a few days until it occurs again. Again, the sensor is not blocked. I can't find a
safety recall or technical service bulletin for this problem. I was on a highway in rain on cruise
control approaching an off ramp. My speed was 72 mph as set by cruise control. I applied the
brakes to disengage and slow for the off-ramp which is sharp. As I approached I started to apply
more brake pressure. The vehicle began accelerating as I was going into the turn. I stomped on
the brakes and the brakes went to the floor repeatedly while still accelerating. I navigated the
turn at high speed with the back end breaking loose and fish tailing. I barely made it around and
proceeded to hit the off button frantically. The truck shut down and I coasted to the side of the
road. I had my 7yr old girl in the truck. It was terrifying. When I restarted the truck the cruise
control was disengaged and the brakes worked. The contact owns a Ford F The contact stated
that the automatic cruise control would not operate as needed. He stated that while in automatic
cruise control mode, the vehicle would accelerate without warning with a stopped vehicle ahead
of him. The contact also mentioned that the driver's front seat would slide backwards without
warning while driving at various speeds. The contact had taken the vehicle to corwin Ford
nampa e gate blvd, nampa, id where he was informed that the mechanic was unable to detect
any failures with the vehicle. The manufacturer was notified of the failure and provided the same
information as the dealer. The failure mileage was 11, This vehicle experiences exactly the same
characteristics as the following NHTSA campaign number: 15v yet is not subject to the recall.
The vehicle has acted in this way at least 10 times, the most recent on June 24, The vehicle may
fall just outside the previously determined manufacture date window that determined the recall
pool. Ford will not perform the software update to solve this problem as the vehicle is not
subject to the recall. Please reconsider the vehicles included in this recall as mine may have
been missed in error. September 30, NHTSA campaign number: 15v unexpected braking using
adaptive cruise control a vehicle that unexpectedly brakes increases the risk of a crash. Nhtsa
campaign number: 15v manufacturer Ford motor company components forward collision
avoidance potential number of units affected 33, summary Ford motor company Ford is
recalling certain model year Ford F trucks manufactured March 18, , to August 6, and equipped
with adaptive cruise control acc. While using the adaptive cruise control, the vehicle may falsely
detect an obstacle in its path and may unexpectedly apply the brakes. Remedy Ford will notify
owners, and dealers will reprogram the cruise control module with updated acc radar software,
free of charge. The recall began on October 25, Owners may contact Ford customer service at
Ford's number for this recall is 15s Read more The cruise control does not work because of a
censor either up by the steering colum or the censor by the master cylinder under the hood! I
love the truck and it's great but it's hard for me to get it fixed because I rely on the cruise
control to keep the same speed when going down the highway. Please if there is anything you
can do please let me know including sending me the part and I'll put it on it's the cruise control
sensor under the hood by the master cylinder. It release so the truck will slow down when the
cruise control is turned off. Please and thank you. Have a blessed day james d zahorsky po bx
63 aline oklahoma phone again thank you for your time. It's just hard for everyone right now. I
know if I had the part I could fix it in 30 minutes! I hope you can just send me the part if I need to
buy it I sure will I'll send the money as soon as I get the part! Thank you again so much james d
zahorsky. Cruise control will not disengage. Driving down highway with cruise control on and
when I put foot on brake to slow down, cruise control does not stop and accelerator begins to
speed up. Pulled over and had to keep foot on brake as accelerator continued to increase while

stopped. Turned off vehicle, did not disengage. Turned off engine again and stomped on gas,
break petals. Finally cruise control disengaged. Cruise control shuts off during operation.
Intermittently will not turn on. Analog speedometer will indicate speeds in excess of 40mph
slower than real speed. Stuck at 40mph when comes to complete stop. The truck was set on
cruise control when I accelerated to pass a moving vehicle on a freeway. The truck would not
stop accelerating when I removed my foot from the gas pedal; I had to break hard to control the
speed. As soon as I removed my foot from the break, the car engine revved up again and
quickly accelerated from 70 to 96 mph even though I was not touching the gas pedal. When I
stopped the vehicle and put the truck in park, the engine continued to idle at a high speed. I
took the truck to the dealership and they were able to reproduce the problem. To fix the issue, a
new battery was installed. This has happened 5 times. When starting to take off in low speeds,
mph, the transmission will slip into neutral then into first slowing the truck down rapidly. Also,
while travelling at highway speeds on cruise control, the vehicle will drop to 5th gear and the
speedometer will drop to 0, the odometer and all display panel shows nothing, the cruise will
not work, and the airbag light comes on. Today was the worst of the 4 times that this same
situation occurred. I was driving in traffic on the highway in downtown atlanta when I
accelerated and switched lanes to pass a slow moving vehicle. The truck accelerated fine but
would not stop accelerating when I removed my foot from the gas peddle. I had to break hard to
avoid hitting another car. As soon as I removed my foot from the break, the car engine revved
up and accelerated forward again even though I was not touching the gas. This went on for
almost 5 minutes and was very scary. I could have easily had an accident. At first, thought is
was the cruise control kicking in but it was off. Each of the 4 situations occurred when trying to
pass another vehicle. I reported the problem to my dealership back on August 12th when it
happened the 3rd time. They could not find anything wrong. I know there is a very dangerous
problem with my truck and need to find a solution before I or someone gets hurt. Had cruise
control set while driving along freeway. Needed to slow down and tapped brake to release
cruise control. Nothing happened. Pressed brake again to slow down and engine power
increased to coincide with cruise control setting. Manually shut off cruise control and it
disabled. Cruise control currently will not shut off by utilizing brake system. While the vehicle
was in motion the truck suddenly downshifted and caused the engine to rev to max rpms. This
resulted in a sudden jolt of the entire vehicle and rapid deceleration. Vehicles traveling behind
me had to slam their brakes to narrowly avoid rear ending me because the truck slowed down
so suddenly and with no brake lights as a warning. On several occasions in the last 2 days
since this happened, the speedometer has acted erratically by going up and down from 0 to
highway speed of 60mph while I was traveling with cruise control set at The transmission
seems to shift erratically into a gear that would match the speed of where the speedometer
indicates even though the true speed is 60mph. These sudden down shifts seem to have
damaged my transmission because the truck now has issues going into gear from a stop and
will rev to over rpm without shifting into 1st gear to start moving. Once it's moving, the
transmission often shifts erratically when the speedometer acts up. I will not drive the truck
anymore except to have it repaired because it is too dangerous. While accelerating the vehicle
to get to 55 mph the engine suddenly lost throttle response and began to run rough.
Simultaneously the dash flashed that uphill assist was deactivated and flashed the maintenance
wrench. Upon pulling the vehicle over and shutting it off and restarting it the vehicle ran
normally. The frequency of this increased from once every couple of weeks to now up to 5 times
in 10 miles. When it causes an obd code it is p It occurs most frequently while accelerating to
highway speeds but has also occurred while at highway speed and accelerating to village
speeds of 30 mph. It has even occurred once while using cruise control as the vehicle was
climbing a hill. At this time it is unknown what is causing the fault. An attempt has been made to
clean the throttle body and the problem persists. A new throttle body is on order but has to be
installed yet to see if it corrects the issue. After receiving recall 19sv by mail and having it
reprogrammed by crater lake Ford medford,or the transmission shifts worse than the original.
My vehicle was manufactured at georgia plant. I was in cruise control going down a mountain
pass with my foot on the brake and the cruise control failed to disengage and then abruptly
shifted to a lower gear. The cruise control works flawlessly on most grades. The problem only
seems to occur when during on highways in the mountains. Way too many light bulbs have
gone out on this model. Never off-roaded. Not a work truck. Never even towed anything. Vehicle
has never overheated. Low speed high rev before shifting into 2nd gear. Cruise control problem
only on highway going downhill. Did they mistakenly reprogram my f with wrong recall?. I
picked up my Ford f on Thursday of last week because the master cylinder was leaking and
caused my wife to lose her brakes while driving on the highway. I drove my truck to our family
reunion about an hour and half away on Saturday which was 2 days after I had picked my truck

up and the cruise control would not shut off by taping the brake. My wife and I were traveling on
a highway and I was in the slow lane with the cruise set at 72mph. I was approaching the vehicle
in front of me, so I looked in my left mirror and noticed a car coming up beside me. I was unable
to pass, so I touched the brakes to disengage the cruise control and I looked back in my mirror
again to see if the car beside me was going to pass me soon. My wife then said what are you
doing? I told her I am going to pass this car in front of us after the car beside me passed us.
She then said well you better slow down because you are about to hit the car in front of us. Here
my cruise control never disengaged so I touched the brakes 2 more times and nothing
happened. I finally had to slam on the breaks and it finally disengaged. I had almost rear ended
the car in front of us. I then got into the fast lane and placed the cruise control on again and
found out that I was unable to disengage the cruise control by tapping the brakes like you
should. This is the third safety issue in less than 1 year that almost caused an accident and that
it has been towed to Ford. My truck is currently at Ford. Dec throttle body went bad and shut off
with my wife driving my truck, sept master cylinder went bad and caused my wife to lose the
brakes while on the highway, and sept cruise control not working properly almost causing an
accident. When driving in adaptive cruise control the vehicle will agreesively decelerate when
passing on the left side of a large profile vehicle. The greater the speed difference between the
two vehicles the greater the rate of deceleration. If the speed difference is about 35 mph or
greater the collision avoidance system will activate. This is potentially very dangerous on a
crowded interstate with following vehicles very close. Dealer can't replicate issue no repairs
made but still occurs from time to time. This issue never returned to date of this complaint, no
repairs made. This issue should be a safety concern. With all the issues with truck no warning
dash messages or lights. Thanks, xxxx parts of this document have been redacted to protect
personally identifiable information pursuant to the freedom of information act foia , 5 u. While
driving on an interstate highway using cruise control, I needed to slow down for an exit. When I
applied the brake pedal, the cruise control did not release and I had to apply quite a bit of brake
pressure to slow down. I also hit the off button for the cruise control which did not deactivate
the cruise control. When I braked, the speed was decreased but the cruise control was still on at
the reduced speed. I kept hitting the off button, but the cruise control was still in operation.
After doing this for about ten minutes, the cruise control finally deactivated. I used the cruise
control later on this trip to test it and it worked as it should. I have an extended warranty to ,
miles and the vehicle only has a little over 20, miles. I told the service manager that it was a
safety issue. He replied that a bald tire was a safety issue also, making the point that they did
not intend to treat this as a safety issue where a repair would be done with no charge. He
professed ignorance of any vehicles having a problem with the cruise control not deactivating. I
showed him an article on the internet where fiat Chrysler had several million vehicles recalled
with this problem. He still said he had never heard of it. The dealership said they could not find
a problem, but if it did it again, to bring it back. While the contact was inside his house, he
noticed smoke coming from the hood of the vehicle. The contact extinguished the fire under the
hood with a fire extinguisher. The fire department was not called. The vehicle was towed by aaa
to paso robles Ford oakwood st, paso robles, CA , where it was diagnosed that the classic
cruise control module failed and needed to be replaced. The dealer mentioned an unknown
recall related to the failure that was closed. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure, but
declined to assist since the contact received several recall notices. The contact stated that the
vehicle was included in NHTSA campaign number: 05v vehicle speed control. The failure
mileage was , When adaptive cruise control on and passing a semi sometimes the truck brakes
sharply slowing down. I have a Ford f The latest auto breaking episode almost killed us, we
were driving back from lake tahoe on hwy 80, cruise control was not no , when we were passing
a semi truck on a curve in the two lane highway going about 70 miles per hour when the auto
breaking system engaged for no reason and slowed our truck down form 70 to about 35 miles
per hour in just seconds. I was not able to override by flooring the accelerator for at least
seconds. A semi truck behind us came within inches from rear ending us!! Its a huge safety
issue!!. When the truck was in cruise control, the engine started randomly downshifting all the
way to 1st gard. Speedometer, odometer, cruise control, blinker control, and transmission
shifting quits working. Believe it's the transmission lead frame causing the problem like in the
and f's. While using the adaptive cruise control on my Ford F king ranch , my truck will confuse
a dump truck as a stopped or slow moving vehicle in front of my truck. This will happen if a
dump truck is in the lane beside me or in opposing lanes. This occurs at sow and high speeds.
The truck will very abruptly apply the breaks and the collision warning system will alert. This
has almost caused very serious wrecks due to the speeds that it often occurs. This is also not a
seldom occurance, it happens every time I pass by a dump truck. It will occur on any and every
street. I took the vehicle to a Ford delearship and their solution had no effect on the issue. Truck

was having issues with randomly disengaging from cruise control, loss of power from a stop,
and erratic downshifting. On the highway the cruise control would disengage, speedometer
would go to 0 then back to its actual speed. When cruising around 45mph truck downshifted for
no reason causing a loud clunking sound, this happened twice consecutively. Took is to
simmons rockwell to get it diagnosed, after I had already researched the issue and knew what it
was, and they replaced the molded lead frame in the transmission. I was just reading an article
which stated that the NHTSA may order another recall which would include the model. Html I'm
sure that the existing safety recall needs to be expanded to additional vins within the F range of
vehicles. It is extremely dangerous in the way it currently operates. Adaptive cruise control
sensor and braking activate in error when there is a large truck on the side of the vehicle.
Vehicle will hard brakes as it thinks the car in front has stopped when there is no car in front of
you. It is falsely seeing the truck in the other lane to your side. I had it into Ford for another
issue and told them. They said there was "an update" but it is still doing the same thing. This is
dangerous as the vehicle slams on the brakes by itself almost causing cars behind you to hit
you. The vehicle should not hard brake due to a truck on the side of the car!. Just today my car
did it twice on the highway. Once this morning and again on the drive home. I am driving at
highway speeds, clear day, I'm in my lane and passing a slower truck on my right and the
adaptive cruise braking slams on the brakes. It is intermittent and I'm not sure why its reacting
to a large truck that is not in front of me. While it didn't result in a "crash" it could have if the
person behind me hadn't been paying attention. This is a serious defect!!. When driving the
vehicle on freeways with adaptive cruise control enabled, if the vehicle approaches a vehicle in
an adjacent lane typically a larger vehicle like a truck with a trailer, semi, or tanker the collision
aid activates and heavily applies the brakes. If someone is following close behind me, as has
happened in at least 4 instances, the individual will need to stop and make an emergency
maneuver to avoid colliding. In both cases, the braking only lasted momentarily but was enough
to reduce the vehicles speed mph during that time. The vehicle has been inspected by Ford but
they have said that there is nothing that they can do. For the time being, we keep this feature
disabled until Ford can get this issue resolved. There have been recalls for previous years but
ours is not included. Because of this Ford has said there's nothing they can do on multiple
attempts to get the problem resolved. When I start the truck I have to let it idle and warm up for
about five minutes. If I do not let the truck warm-up and I put it in gear the brake pedal is very
firm and the truck will not stop. The brake pedal pulses like the abs system is kicking on but the
truck will not stop. Recently, the truck will not stop if cruise control is turned on. If cruise
control is on and I push the brake pedal the brake pedal is very firm and cruise control will not
turn off and the truck will not slow down. I have to manually turn off cruise control from the
steering wheel and then the brakes will work again. I was driving down interstate 44 in
oklahoma when I tried to hit the brakes and the truck did not stop. Before I left on the road trip I
let the truck warm-up so that the brakes would work when I first left the driveway. Multiple
incidents have occurred where adaptive cruise control applies hard deceleration to the vehicle
while at highway speeds without warning or without an object in front of the vehicle. Approx
travel speed has been 65mph and vehicle collision warning comes on and instantly brakes
causing a 10mph or more deceleration. It has happened on curves or when driving near a truck.
Recent incident was moving from right lane to the left lane of a highway to pass a truck and
another vehicle was following mine. The other driver wasn't expecting me to brake while
passing another vehicle to its left. This has happened multiple times. It is very unnerving to be
driving at highway speed and then to be thrown forward for no reason because your vehicle
brakes. Ford did acknowledge that this is a problem and yet does not wish to address it likely
until there is death to lawsuit after which it will have been too late for someone. Please exert
whatever pressure you can to get verification from Ford and have them address this problem
with a recall before someone is killed. Thank you. Adaptive cruise control engages brakes for
no apparent reason. No traffic or obstacle was in front of my vehicle to cause it to engage the
brakes at highway speed of 70mph. Self-parking feature backed my vehicle into a large boulder
beside my truck while parking. If it had been a person beside my truck, they could have been
seriously injured or killed. Happened about February 15, Lost all the power and I had to make an
emergency maneuver to avoid the big truck I was overtaking and also the car that appeared at
the curve ahead. It was close. I almost crashed. I took my phone and recorded a video. Some
component on a side of the valve cover was moving and making that noise and all the sudden, I
smelled gas, looked down the scape manifold and saw gas all over it. I ran back to the cabin and
turned the engine off, took the extinguisher and ran back to the capot. Fortunately nothing
happened. The highway was clear in front of me. No car or obstacles were near the front of the
truck. Seconds after that, the engine started to fail, dropping the rpms like those old mechanical
carburetor stuck with a dirt and suddenly, all got back to normal. Fortunately was almost

reaching the toll control to access to my city. Suddenly and with no warning, the truck sped up
itself full gas and I had to Dodge a car that was in front of me driving on the line to the toll and
press the brake pedal very hard. Several lights invaded the dashboard; low coolant, check
engine, the dash board dimmer light and others that I couldn't saw on this fast flash of lights. It
was like the cpu was crazy. After that, truck went back to normal, but several obd2 errors got
stored. Car Problems. Cruise Control problem of the Ford F 1. Cruise Control problem of the
Ford F 2. Cruise Control problem of the Ford F 3. Cruise Control problem of the Ford F 4. Cruise
Control problem of the Ford F 5. Cruise Control problem of the Ford F 6. Cruise Control problem
of the Ford F 7. Cruise Control problem of the Ford F 8. Cruise Control problem of the Ford F 9.
Cruise Control problem of the Ford F Vehicle Speed Control problems. Car Accelerates On Its
Own problems. Accelerator Pedal problems. Accelerator Stuck problems. Speed Sensor
problems. Speed Control Cable problems. Speed Control Linkage problems. Car Throttle Stuck
problems. Fail To Accelerate problems. Speedometer, odometer, cruise control and overdrive
not working. Speedometer quit working, odometer not counting mileage, cruise control does
not work, the overdrive light flashing, ABS light on, no check engine light or fault codes. All of
this happened at the same time while pulling a trailer with a moderate heavy load. Truck still
runs great and shifts good. I just have no speedometer, no cruise, no overdrive, and odometer
has stopped but still lit. I started by replacing the rear ABS sensor on the differential. This did
not help. The driver's side did not show voltage when I spun the hub, but the passenger side did
show some AC voltage. I understand the driver's side sensor is bad but has been for quite a
while now. The ABS light has been on since last winter. All fuses in the engine and cab fuse
boxes checked good. The local Ford technician at the dealership used his computer to monitor
the ABS sensors while driving it around the car lot. He said none of the sensors are showing the
same speed while driving. He seems to think the ABS control module is bad. I am trying to fix
this problem myself without having to pay the dealership big money to track down the problem
and fix it. Please help if possible. Do you. My main concern is the speedometer not working
which will cause all of the problem listed above. Start by replacing the vehicle speeds sensor
VSS which is located at the rear of the transfer case. Here is a diagram to help you see what I
am talking about below : Please let us know what happens. Cheers, Ken Images Click to
enlarge. Was this answer. You would need a scan tool with live data to determine if that signal is
getting to the dash. If it is then it is likely that the instrument panel is faulty but it needs to be
tested before being condemned. That sensor may also be the cause of the OD light flashing. For
the ABS, if none of the sensors read the same speed and the tires are all the same size and
inflated properly, it is likely the module itself. Please login or register to post a reply. I Can't
Find Anything What Could Be The Problem? Looked In The Manual. Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! Our certified mobile mechanics come to you 7 days a week between 7 AM
and 9 PM. Cruise control can be very convenient when on a long drive or when on the highway.
By setting a speed, you can relax your foot and let the vehicle maintain speed. More modern
cruise control systems even allow you to maintain speed and a certain distance behind the
vehicle in front of you. When cruise control fails, it can be annoying, but when it fails suddenly
it may be dangerous. A sudden failure by the cruise control may mean your vehicle is rapidly
decelerating. Even when cruise control is on, it is important to remain a vigilant driver. Cruise
control systems have changed as cars have become more modern. Newer cars use a fully
electronic setup to maintain speed and may be able to maintain speed and distance behind the
car in front of you. Older cars may use what is called electromechanical cruise control. In this
setup, a vacuum actuator is physically connected to the throttle by a cable or chain. The cable
adjusts to increase or decrease throttle position based upon the actions of the actuator. A
mechanic will let you know what kind of setup you have on your vehicle. Bad Fuse: Like many
electronically controlled systems in your car, the cruise control has a corresponding fuse which
will blow to protect the system if it senses a short circuit. When the fuse of for the cruise control
blows, the cruise control will stop working altogether. Failing Brake Pedal Switch: The brake
pedal switch turns on the vehicles brake lights when it senses that the brake pedal has been
pressed. Because cruise control systems have been designed to disengage when the brake
pedal is pressed, the cruise control is wired to the brake pedal switch. If the brake pedal switch
fails, the car may think the brakes are engaged and not allow the cruise control system to turn
on. Failing Speed Sensor: A speed sensor has many purposes including indicating the speed of
the vehicle, regulating flow of fuel and ignition timing, and operating the cruise control. If the
speed sensor fails the cruise control may stop working. You may also notice that the
speedometer has stopped working and the engine has more difficulty when idling. The system
may also fail if the cable linking the actuator to the throttle is broken. The mechanic will then
provide a detailed inspection report outlining the nature of the system failure and the cost of
any repairs that need to be made. This will allow the mechanic to read and trouble codes and

better diagnose what component may have failed. If the mechanic determines that there is a bad
fuse, he or she will find the corresponding fuse for the cruise control system to see if it has
failed. If the fuse has blown, the mechanic will remove it and replace it with a fuse rated for the
correct amperage. If the mechanic believes that the brake pedal switch has failed, he or she will
examine the switch to check for any superficial damage. The mechanic should then check the
wiring connected to the switch and change it if necessary. When the switch has been replaced,
the mechanic should make sure that both the brake lights and the cruise control system are
working properly. To check the speed sensor, the mechanic will have to get underneath the
vehicle. While underneath, the mechanic will find the sensor and examine it and the
surrounding wires for damage. The mechanic will then replace the sensor and then check the
wires going from the sensor up to the speedometer and cruise control switches to endure that
they are not frayed. If the mechanic believes that the vacuum actuator or the corresponding
hoses and cable have failed, he or she will open the hood and locate the actuator. The mechanic
will first check the hoses and cable to make sure that they are in good working order. He or she
will then replace the actuator as necessary. In all of these repair scenarios the mechanic will ask
to test drive the vehicle to make sure that the cruise control is working properly. A failed cruise
control system can be a signal that other repairs may need to be made soon. By examining the
cruise control, the mechanic is likely to also inspect other systems on the car including the
brake lights and speedometer. While driving without cruise control may be an inconvenience, a
sudden failure of the cruise control system could be potentially dangerous for a driver who is
not vigilant. With YourMechanic you can skip the auto shop altogether. They send certified and
screened mechanics straight to your door and enable you to save big on car repair and
maintenance. Cruise control not working? Get an expert diagnosis at your home or office.
Estimate price near me. Service Location. How A Diagnostic Works Instantly book a certified
mobile mechanic to come to you. Mechanic diagnoses the problem and quotes necessary
repairs. Your vehicle is ready to go. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to you now. See
availability. Cruise control is not working Inspection Service Cruise control can be very
convenient when on a long drive or when on the highway. How this system works: Cruise
control systems have changed as cars have become more modern. Common reasons for this to
happen: Bad Fuse: Like many electronically controlled systems in your car, the cruise control
has a corresponding fuse which will blow to protect the system if it senses a short circuit. How
important is this service? Recent Cruise control is not working Inspection reviews. Excellent
Rating. Rating Summary. Peter 43 years of
bosch hammer drill parts diagram
toyota prius c service schedule
1992 jeep yj
experience. Request Peter. Peter was on time, professional, and helpful in his explanation.
Looking forward to working together again. Would have been a five but he was unable to fix
problem. Not his fault. Is a dealer issue. I thank him very much for the good information he gave
me, I will use this service again if needed and will recommend it to my friends. Good job! Jay 37
years of experience. Request Jay. This guy knows his stuff, you can feel confident using him, I
highly recommend his services! Not one complaint will I give. He is coming back tomorrow.
Robert 37 years of experience. Request Robert. Robert came three days early, a good thing. He
diagnosed the problem efficiently and gave a valuable suggestion. Jacob 12 years of
experience. Request Jacob. Jacob fixed the problem in under an hour. He's friendly and didn't
mind me watching and chatting with him. I will definitely use him in the future and I highly
recommend setting an appointment with him. How can we help? Read FAQ.

